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INTRODUCTION

The “oral” character of the Amazigh (Berber) languages¹ is changing fast in North Africa and the Diaspora, mainly because of the increasing presence of literacy and electronic media (MEROLLA, 2002, 2005, see also her paper in this volume). Despite the precarious and marginal socio-political position of the Amazigh languages, an explosion of hybrid – in form and content – cultural expressions has been occurred in recent years.² Now more than ever, these languages function as a central source for constructing and reconstructing the Amazigh group identity, a process in which orality still plays a pivotal role. Oral poems and tales symbolically incarnate the traditional values and knowledge, carefully preserved and passed on for centuries in North Africa.

One of the most far-reaching and all-encompassing media, which generates new dimensions of Amazigh orality is the Internet. It allows individuals and groups to create new discourses and contexts: digital interactions (online interactions). Therefore, I will examine how Amazigh orality is reconstructed in digital interactions on Amazigh websites. I have

¹ These Afro-Asiatic languages spoken in North Africa have no long literacy tradition. With exception of some important manuscripts in Tachelhit (Amazigh language of South Morocco; VAN DEN BOOGERT, 1997), most written texts are from the nineteenth and twentieth century.
² However, the socio-political status of the Amazigh languages is changing in North Africa. They have recently acquired a national – but not “official” – status in Morocco (1994) and Algeria (2002). National institutions as the Algerian HCA (Haut Commissariat de la Culture Amazighe; 1995) and the Moroccan IRCAM (Institut Royal de la Culture Amazighe; 2001) were installed to maintain and develop the Amazigh cultural patrimony. The insertion of the Amazigh languages in the national education programme of these countries is an important outcome of this development, even though these languages are still considered constitutionally as “dialects” that serve to improve the proficiency of standard Arabic. This linguistic policy fits perfectly the linguistic-educational programmes for minority languages existing in the Diaspora, for instance, the LC2 programmes of the Netherlands.
chosen to examine Dutch-based Amazigh websites since they are most advanced and regularly updated. Moreover, these websites show a high level of creativity, related to the large presence of Amazigh people in the Netherlands who show a keen interest in the preservation and promotion of their cultural tradition and identity.

**DIGITAL RESOURCES AND AMAZIGH WEBSITES**

The Internet interactants visiting Dutch-based Amazigh websites use mainly Dutch and Tarifit (Amazigh language of North Morocco) for their digital interactions. These are also the two basic languages in which these websites are assembled. Arabic (Moroccan or standard Arabic), English and French are generally employed if a written or multimodal text is inserted into the website in its original format. So, the interactants are constrained in their language choice for their digital interactions by their own language repertoire (linguistic competencies and interactive skills) as well as by the digital context in which the interactions occur. Digital context involves both the micro-context of a specific interaction instance in a precise timeframe (a chatforum interaction for example) and the macro-context of the transnational Amazigh website. Having access to these contexts and hence to their benefits and restrictions implies sharing the digital resources which the websites require; in this case, Dutch and Tarifit function as linguistic and interactive resources. Sharing these resources entails, however, the exclusion of others, such as Arabic and French, which may be motivated differently following the “argumentative” programme of the website containing its interactive objectives and functions. Tarifit primarily accomplishes the function of symbolic marker of the Amazigh group identity in opposition to various other local and trans-local group identities, for instance the Turkish identity (local “ethno-linguistic” identity), the Dutch identity (local national identity) and the Arabic-Islamic identity.

---

3 In the Diaspora, national and local policies determine basically the sociolinguistic hierarchy of the languages used by the Amazigh speakers. Mother tongues as Tarifit (Amazigh language of more than 70% of North Africans in the Netherlands), with a non-official and minority status, cannot compete with the dominant languages: Dutch, the only official language in the Netherlands, and English, which is generally seen as the most international language. Moreover, no official education is given in the mother tongues in the Netherlands.
(trans-local international identity). A more pragmatic and instrumental function is assigned to Dutch as a digital resource, even though it may indicate a Dutch group identity in contrast with other national identities, such as the French identity on French-based Amazigh websites. Different interactive functions and social categories (values) are associated with different resources, whether interactively performed or unperformed in online or offline contexts. Structures and functions of digital resources are layered and stratified (HYMES, 1966, 1996; FAIRCLOUGH, 1992; BLOMMAERT, 2005) and consequently identities – considered as semiotic interactive processes – too. The Internet as an instrument of globalisation allows people to complete functions of linguistic resources trans-locally. Accordingly, it repositions these functions in the interactive (substantial and cognitive) space. The Amazigh languages, which in North Africa are officially still considered as “dialects” of “minorities” with a low socio-cultural status, may gain prestige through the trans-local transfer by the Internet. On the trans-local level, these languages may symbolise highly esteemed cultural values that may be entrenched in specific local contexts (Amazigh Diaspora in the Netherlands for instance) to create specific group identities. Moreover, the Internet may enhance their semiotic flexibility. One same sentence may be used in diverse online contexts consisting of different interactive positions from which various identities can be constructed.

RECONSTRUCTING AMAZIGH ORAL NARRATION ON AMAZIGH WEBSITES

The following example shows how a trans-local transfer of an oral text by means of the Internet deeply affects its very nature and structure and sometimes even its functions.
Example 1:

"Tmena Lafkioui

En paar dagen later kwam de vos weer langs bij de hoedkluif. "Goei één van je jongen naar beneden of ik eet jou, je jongen en de grond onder jou op", sprak hij vervolgens. "Dat middag je willen", sprak de hoedkluif uit de hoogte. "Ik kant toch niet bij je komen, daar zit ik veel te haag voor."

"Mmm", zei de vos; "hoe kom jij ineens aan die huidacht?" "Ha", zei de hoedkluif overmoeide huilend, "ik haat mamah moom Bheleizh (Tarifit) die me nooit gedacht had om moom Bheleizh te verraden!" "Ok", sprak de vos; dan zal ik dat ook maar niet van je vragen."


Tmazight - DV on 11-09-2003 (20.42) on Tawiza
(http://www.tawiza.nl/content/awid.php?id=87&sid=1&anda=artikel)

This example is an excerpt of a narrative written text that “retells”, mainly in Dutch, a traditional oral Amazigh folk tale the author calls Oom Obienaar (Dutch) or śemmi Bheleizh (Tarifit), which means “Uncle Stork”. Because it provides the clue to the narration, focus is placed on the utterance wallah ma ath fathgh śemmi Bheleizh thayit yinnan (By God, I shall not betray him, Uncle Stork, he told me!) by expressing it in Tarifit and thus code-switching it with the Dutch text. Besides the function of narrative contrast, an emblematic and expressive function is related to this utterance by means of its highly marked morphological-syntactic structure (expressive sermon) sustained by a well-defined expressive intonation, though not represented in the transcript. The expression ţfou is an interesting orality marker because it literally stands for the act of spitting, which is usually produced orally (verbally and non-verbally) in the Amazigh interactions. The parts in Dutch also have an oral character indicated mainly by their direct and simple style and the large presence of expressive and short locutions.
The originally oral narration, performed in Tarifit in specific offline contexts, has been drastically reconstructed in order to meet the linguistic and interactive criteria which the website “Tawiza” demands. Its digital recontextualisation (reframing) engages different dimensions (linguistic, social, cultural, and historical dimensions) that are all synchronised toward one signified feature: the digital folktale. Digital recontextualisation has changed the creative potential of the oral narration but not without altering the social and cultural categories associated with it. Compared with the original text, which is usually considered as normative, the digital version may be perceived as “non-literary”, “non-authentic”, “non-Amazigh”… in sum “wrong-footed”.

RELOCATING AMAZIGH ORAL POETRY ON AMAZIGH WEBSITES

The next two examples show how Amazigh oral poetry is reconstructed on the website, especially when it comes to its performance context. The traditional setting involving verbal exchanges between the poet and a physically present audience at a single and unique time instance has been replaced by a digital setting with written text that can be read at any moment by any Internet interactant visiting the website.

---

4 Traditional Amazigh folktales are mostly narrated by women, usually of a certain age. They are only allowed to be performed at night because of the ancestral belief that the magical power of these narratives could inflict the audience with baldness if they were told by daylight. Even if this ancestral belief has lost its meaning to the younger Amazigh generations, it still has its function as an interaction framework, a specific ritualised setting in which ancient and modern narratives are located.

5 The website operates here as a kind of “System of contextualisation conventions” as to speak in Gumperz’ terms (1992).

6 See GOFFMAN (1974) for explanations about the concept of “footing”.

Example 2:

(http://www.tawiza.nl/content/awid.php?id=435&sid=1&andra=artikel)

The poem *Tinit n umuni* (Longing for togetherness) is presented under the
sub-page “Poëzie” (Poetry) of the hyperlink “Literatuur” (Literature)
without any translation or further information. Its author is an Amazigh

---

7 With the exception of the footnote (1) that tries to explain the verbal structure *ad ninit* (we
will long for…) by the Tarifit expression *Tinitin n temghart* (longing of a woman).
cultural activist who has left Morocco at a later age with a certain knowledge of and affection for the Tarifit language and culture. The literary productions (poems, expressions, riddles, stories, etc.) of this kind of poets are generally composed in Tarifit and often followed by a translation in Dutch, as in the next example.

Example 3:

**Timeddukaar**

Monument timeddukaar
Amicha nekkir,
Put deg wadda,
Aliiff dar c udar,
Indent ghar tehkut.
Tenna as raja ad nezar
Tbaarid tarikt li!
D tazayet n mafar
Slies ad am aandegh
Ar ami din nemmeorgan
Zzazim ao de nexer
Nemmedjam d aameevar,
Wough ao ruska,
Bedjim safi bissar.
Uqgih elked on deg
Di arinmet ko yegar.
Uqgih ghar khamet,
A wetorna on n rox
Uqgih fys nes
I yiri au yennel
Yefsi ay qamewaf,
Arimmet badhekked.

**Vriendinnen**

De twee vriendinnen vergroeten elkaar,
Sommen, één paar.
Hand in hand
De ene stap na de andere,
Tot bij bij de tuin aankomen.
Zij zei tegen haar: wat is er verkeerd,
Zie je die zanger,
Met zijn blauwe glazen?
Luister, ik zal je vertellen,
Toen wij elkaar daar ontmoetten.

Vooraf sag we met elkaar spraken,
Begroetden we elkaar,
Ik zag hem mijn hand,
Weldra hij stierf pakte,
Ik voelde iets vreemds
Door mijn lichaam gaan,
Ik voelde me rustig,
Mijn zuster, wat een gevoel,
Ik voelde zijn hand
Om mijn nek,
Ze maakte mijn haar los,
er ging een ziel in door mijn lijf.

---

8 I have acquired this information through direct contact with the author.
Ziani is a well-known poet in the Rif-Amazigh cultural movement. He can be considered as one of the first generation of Rif poets in the Netherlands who tries to promote the Amazigh culture by poetry. During his relatively long stay in the Netherlands, he assisted and participated in the growth and diversification of the Tarifit literary production. In line with the customs of the poet's generation, he created and performed his poetry orally at first. It is with the introduction of the writing practice of oral poems (usually in Latin script) over the last twenty years that translation has gained interest among Rif-Amazigh poets. A considerable impulse for Tarifit written poetry and Dutch translation was given by the Dutch-based Amazigh websites that not only offer faster, cheaper, and new (multimedia) possibilities to (re)publish texts, but also appeal to a wider reading public. On these “minority” websites, literacy and translation occupy a crucial position for interactive and trans-local reasons.

DIGITAL POETRY OR “MINORITY” VOICES

In contrast with the first two poems (Example 2 and 3), the following example is composed for digital publication. The absence of the author’s name and the publication date confirms that this poem did not appear as a written offline production first. Besides the fact that the author has chosen to publish his poetry on an Amazigh website, another strong identity
marker is the use of the Amazigh artistic pseudonym *Tilmasin*, which is written in one of the standard orthographic systems of Tarifit. Furthermore, the author calls for the recognition and preservation of the Rif-Amazigh identity, with a certain melancholy for the past and a great adoration for the Amazigh resistance combatants.

Example 4:

Tilmasin - DV on 02-07-2003 (23.49) on Tawiza
(http://www.tawiza.nl/content/awid.php?id=430&sid=1&andra=artikel)

Even if the affective description of the resistance has not been specified historically in this poem, the reference to the resistance by Rif tribes against the Spanish and French colonisers at the beginning of the twentieth century is the most apparent one for those who are familiar with Rif’s recent history (common knowledge as context). Nonetheless, diverse uptakes of this
poem (“Time”) are possible, thanks to the absence of time indications. The early Arabic-Islamic occupation of North Africa that has finished by supplanting several domains of the Amazigh cultures by its hegemonic nature and structure (cultural domination) may be an adequate uptake, because it would explain the utterance:

_Velen ontkennen de bezetting maar het is een vaststaand feit._

Many deny the occupation but it is an established fact.

The Rif resistance war against Western occupation is a well-known and indisputable historical fact. Indeed, it still contributes to the national identity of Morocco, which needed to be reconstructed after the independence as an oppositional alternative to the Western colonist hegemony. So, the most probable occupation that the poet refers to is the Arabic-Islamic one, which has lost the social categorisation of “colonist” over time, because of the “amnesia” effects that its ideological hegemony exerts. The all-embracing and constraining character of the Arabic-Islamic ideology makes its presence indiscernible for insiders of the system (BARTHES, 1957). This digital poem may be a trans-local voice expressing disagreement about specific ideologies. However, it can be much more, because its digital trans-local contextualisation extends its potential uptakes unlimitedly.

_Niemand weet wat de toekomst ons zal brengen,
maar “ONZE RIF” die zullen wij nooit ontkennen!!

No one knows what the future will bring,
but “OUR RIF” we will never deny it!!

The emphasised expression “ONZE RIF” (our Rif) of the excerpt above refers to a specific interactive space that engages both a physical space – the geographic area of the Rif, in which interactive practices can take place – and a cognitive space of historical, social, cultural and ideological beliefs. Because of its trans-local character, the digital context (Amazigh website Tawiza) not only foregrounds the cognitive aspects of this expression, but also favours the (re)construction of the Rif-Amazigh group identity. For reasons of repositioning the Self and the Other in the global interactive space, trans-localism (trans-nationalism) forms an important impulse for the reconstruction of group identities (VERTOVEC,
2001). So, the trans-local Rif-Amazigh identity has been relocated in this digital poem, which is embedded in a local Dutch context represented mainly by the use of the Dutch language on the Dutch-based Amazigh website Tawiza (APPADURAL, 1991, 1995; MEYROWITZ, 2005). The deictic marker *onze* (our) indicates that the author/interlocutor identifies with the orthodox Rif-Amazigh group identity, involving representations of language, culture and history. Furthermore, he strongly commits himself to his discourse by using this expression. In fact, the whole poem reveals a high degree of discursive commitment by the author.

**Other Literary Genres on Amazigh Websites**

Most of the Amazigh websites offer under the hyperlink “Taal” (Language) “traditional” riddles and idiomatic expressions in Tarifit, written in Latin transcript and translated into Dutch (see samples of riddles in Example 5). Interestingly, the transfer of these literary genres from an oral local interactive context to a digital trans-local one has not affected their primary social and cultural function: the transmission and exchange of Amazigh cultural tradition. Part of this literary tradition is also the complex of symbolic imagery that these riddles evoke and require in order to be comprehended.
Even though the Internet is most likely to enhance the shift from “orality” to “literacy”, it also allows the diversification of orality (multimodal orality) as a cultural and metacultural production and makes it accessible to the world. Poetry performances, interviews, movies, dance spectacles, among others, can be heard and viewed in their digital form by anyone connected to the Internet. Although the valorisation of certain Amazigh traditional literary genres and productions on the Dutch-based Amazigh websites may have a specific identity claiming and constructing purpose, their reproduction as cultural “heritage” corresponds to the hegemonic ideological discourses of cultural exclusivity and modernity (KIRSHENBLATT-GIMBLETT, 2004).


